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 Difficulties with Compassion?1

One of the most damaging sources of error 
about early Greek morality has been the as-
sumption that in order to study the moral no-
tions in a work of art or in a society it is enough 
to list and analyze the words indicating moral 
concepts which occur in it. The scrutiny of such 
words is certainly an important part of such an 
investigation; but the investigation will not be 
complete until the study of moral terminology 
has been supplemented by a study of the ac-
tions performed in the book or the society in 
question and the attitudes shown towards them 
by those who have performed and those who 
have described them.2

Getting to grips with a philosophical question 
is partly a matter of understanding where the 
problem comes from — but this requires us to 
think . . . about the historical construction of 
the problem, and to take seriously the deeply 
contingent nature of the philosophical tradition 
in which we find ourselves.3

intrOductiOns

Ordinary language and standard linguistic descriptions of what 
the English language expression “compassion” denotes often fail 
to capture adequately at least two basic elements of two cul-
turally central normative experiences of compassion — its non-
standard personal element and its peculiarly passive character. 
These two elements crystallize not from lexical analyses alone 
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but from relational analyses of attitudes and actions of persons. 
Contrasting sketches, however, of English ordinary language 
and scientific linguistic analyses of “compassion” with literary 
representations of exclusively naturalistic and non-exclusive-
ly naturalistic experiences of compassion may fruitfully high-
light these still obscure matters. These contrasts make clear 
at least one fundamental difficulty. That difficulty is whether 
several essential elements that some emotional experiences of 
compassion seem to comprise can be properly conceptualized 
in linguistic terms only. Initial critical reflection on this basic 
difficulty raises three philosophical issues requiring further 
discussion and inquiry about understanding properly both the 
expression “compassion” and the lived experiences of the emo-
tion of compassion. Returning to the sequel of the literarily rep-
resented experiences of the perception of basic ethical values 
that we first explored in Essay One, and complementing these 
Homeric examples with a different kind of normative examples, 
proves fruitful. 

I. Experiences of Compassion 
Seeing needy persons may sometimes give rise to experienc-
ing the complex emotion of compassion whose comprehension 
seems especially to require philosophical analysis. Yet, on re-
flection, the emotion of compassion would appear to be particu-
larly resistant to such analysis. This is partly the case because 
of compassion’s occasional double guise as both a naturalistic 
and a non-naturalistic phenomenon. But how to deal in exclu-
sively philosophical terms with non-naturalistic matters seems 
today to be increasingly problematic. One apparent problem 
with compassion, then, is how to account reasonably for such 
a sometimes apparently two-fold phenomenon in strictly philo-
sophical ways.

To begin, let us offer two examples of compassion for further 
consideration. First, when Achilles looked at the distraught and 
aged Priam,4 he was, Homer said memorably, “filled with pity.” 
Then, Homer continued, Achilles showed “compassion,” giving 
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the body of Trojan Hector back to his grieving father. Second, 
in Scripture, Mark unforgettably said that, when Jesus looked 
at the ignorant and hungry people,5 he was “moved to compas-
sion.” Then, Mark continued, Jesus showed “compassion,” in-
structing and miraculously feeding the ignorant and hungry 
multitude. These moments remain fundamental ones within 
Western culture even today. But some reflective English lan-
guage persons continue to have a problem here. For they are no 
longer sure about just what, if anything, today’s clichéd expres-
sion “compassion” still denotes. Nor are they any longer sure 
about just what, if anything, the experience6 of compassion may 
involve.

In particular, for many philosophers the problem with com-
passion is not just the term’s multiple denotations — benevo-
lence, empathy, pity, even mercifulness. Rather, their problem 
is compassion’s double guise. That is, compassion seems some-
times to be, concurrently,7 both a naturalistic and a non-nat-
uralistic8 emotional phenomenon9 that may sometimes medi-
ate certain basic ethical values like respect for personal dignity. 
But whether, strictly speaking, some basic phenomena are ex-
clusively natural, and whether all basic ethical values are ex-
clusively natural entities, remains controversial. Thus, how to 
account for emotions like compassion in more than a strictly 
naturalistic way is philosophically problematic. 

To many philosophers, most emotions appear to be com-
pletely natural phenomena.10 That is, their satisfactory expla-
nations11 are strictly naturalistic. And such explanations rely 
on a scientific understanding of the natural world as causally 
closed.12 Yet explaining some lived experiences of emotions like 
compassion seems at times to require more than a strictly gen-
eral naturalistic approach, and specifically, more than any ex-
clusively naturalistic ontology for the natural world.13 So, one 
question is whether understanding,14 if not explaining, compas-
sion satisfactorily requires, at least in part, a non-naturalistic 
philosophical account? Or can we come to understand satisfac-
torily the basic aspects of compassion in scientifically natural-
istic terms alone? 
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Recall our first example, taken from Homer’s still cultur-
ally fundamental literary masterpiece. Achilles was “filled with 
pity” when he looked at Priam,15 and then showed “compassion” 
when he gave Hector’s body back to his father. And recall, too, 
Mark’s also still culturally fundamental religious masterpiece. 
Jesus was “moved to compassion” when he saw a crowd looking 
“like sheep without a shepherd,”16 and then showed “compas-
sion” when he instructed and miraculously fed the ignorant and 
hungry multitude. Now, almost 800 years separate these two 
normative17 artistic and religious Greek texts from each other, 
and more than a further 2000 years separate them from us. Yet 
not only do distinguished translations continue to use the same 
English word to translate different Greek expressions; the Greek 
words themselves also seem to denote quite different states of 
affairs. Further, even today, most uses of the English word 
“compassion” strike many reflective persons as being no more 
than worn-out substitutes for denoting the full richness of the 
complex lived experiences of compassion. But, against the larg-
er backgrounds of current investigations into values, persons, 
and emotions,18 how are we to understand more fully, whether 
strictly naturalistically or not, both the word “compassion” and 
the experience of compassion? How are we to understand com-
passion not only in some of our culture’s most basic texts, but 
perhaps as well in our own lives?

II. Coming to Terms with “Compassion” 
At first glance, it may seem helpful to have philosophical re-
course to a linguistic analysis of “compassion.” For such analy-
ses assemble reminders of how most English language speak-
ers today ordinarily use this expression. And these reminders 
often indicate how most English language speakers ordinarily 
understand this expression. On such an analysis, the word 
“compassion” can be properly understood as mainly denoting a 
subjectively experienced merciful feeling, one strongly linked to 
a primary emotion of sadness at another person’s misfortune. 
My general point in this section and in the next will be that ex-
clusively linguistic characterizations of the word “compassion,” 
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whether ordinary language analyses or scientific linguistic anal-
yses, fail to capture the richness of several quite basic elements 
in some central experiences of compassion.19 

We may begin by assembling some reminders about how 
most English speakers today use the word “compassion.”20 
Here, then, are several everyday uses of the word that may serve 
to remind us of the most pertinent linguistic contexts for under-
standing the central denotations of “compassion” in English.21 
Everyday uses of the word “compassion” cluster into what lin-
guists call generally a “semantic field,” or, in the case of a spe-
cific natural language like English, a “lexical field.”22 Thus, a 
recent standard dictionary of English marks out the lexical field 
of the word “compassion” as including, in addition to the word 
“compassion,” five other related words: “benevolence,” “charity,” 
“clemency,” “leniency,” “mercy.”23 Here is the entry, with the re-
lated words underlined and examples in italics.

. . . benevolence, [is] a general word for good will and kindness 
(a grandfather’s benevolence).

Charity [suggests] generous giving (the baker gave him bread out 
of charity) but also . . . tolerance and understanding of others 
(she viewed his selfish behavior with charity).

Compassion is a feeling of sympathy or sorrow for someone else’s 
misfortune (he has shown compassion for the homeless), and 
often includes showing mercy.

Aside from its religious overtones,[24] mercy means compassion 
or kindness in our treatment of others . . . (mercy towards 
the pickpocket). 

Clemency is mercy shown by someone [in administering] justice . . . 
(the judge granted clemency), while

leniency emphasizes gentleness, softness, or lack of severity . . . 
(a father’s leniency in punishing his young son).25

If we now exclude the examples, we find that the word “com-
passion” in some situations denotes “a feeling of sympathy or 
sorrow for someone else’s misfortune . . . and often includes 
showing mercy” understood as “kindness in our treatment 
of others. . . .” Aggregating such reminders of everyday uses 
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of the word then suggests that “compassion” mainly denotes a 
subjectively experienced merciful feeling that is strongly linked 
to the primary emotion of sadness at another person’s misfor-
tune. By contrast with this ordinary language sense of the word 
“compassion,” consider now a bit more fully Homer’s descrip-
tion of Achilles’ experience of compassion (éleos) for Hector’s 
bereaved father, Trojan Priam.

III. Representing a Normative Natural  
Experience of Compassion

On an exclusively linguistic account, then, the expression “com-
passion” seems mainly to denote a feeling fully centered on an-
other person. But testing such a preliminary result requires 
further critical reflection. Subsequent reflection on an extended 
classical representation of a naturalistic experience of compas-
sion suggests that, contrary to the first results of an exclusively 
linguistic account of the word “compassion,” the experience of 
compassion does not seem to be fully centered on another per-
son. Rather, the complex experience of compassion seems to 
include essentially dynamic relational movements, which I will 
figuratively designate here as “mutualities.” Moreover, these 
specific kinds of relational phenomena seem to require a more-
than-exclusively naturalistic analysis. 

Hector’s father, Priam, begs Achilles for pity. He embraces 
the knees of Achilles in supplication26 and kisses the hands 
that have killed his eldest surviving son. Priam then addresses 
Achilles.27 Homer28 describes the scene that culminates in a key 
passage.

. . . Priam prayed his heart out to Achilles:
“Remember your own father, great godlike Achilles — 
As old as I am, past the threshold of deadly old age!
No doubt the countrymen round about him plague him now,
With no one there to defend him, beat away disaster.
No one — but at least he hears you’re still alive
And his old heart rejoices, hopes rising, day by day,
To see his beloved son come sailing home from Troy.
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But I — dear god, my life so cursed by fate . . .
I fathered hero sons in the wide realm of Troy
And now not a single one is left, I tell you.
Fifty sons I had when the sons of Achaea came,
Nineteen born to me from a single mother’s womb
And the rest by other women in the palace. Many,
Most of them violent Ares cut the knees from under.
But one, one was left me, to guard my walls my people — 
The one you killed the other day, defending his fatherland,
My Hector! It’s all for him I’ve come to the ships now,
To win him back from you — I bring a priceless ransom.
Revere the gods, Achilles! Pity me in my own right,
Remember your own father! I deserve more pity . . .
I have endured what no one on earth has ever done before —   
I put to my lips the hands of the man who killed my son.”29 

In his speech, Priam first evokes Achilles’ father, Peleus. He 
goes on to recount his own fatherhood. He recalls his eldest 
son, Hector. Priam then asks Achilles to remember his own fa-
ther, Peleus. Finally, Priam asks Achilles to take pity on him, to 
show him compassion, and to return to him, for proper burial, 
Hector’s mutilated body. 

After a long while, Achilles finally gives orders to wash and 
anoint Hector’s corpse with olive oil, fearing that, were Priam 
to see the corpse in its present mutilated state, a terribly vio-
lent anger would break out. And then Achilles himself lifts up 
Hector’s finally washed and anointed corpse, places it on a 
litter, and, with the help of his companions, settles the litter 
outside into the mule wagon Priam has brought in hopes of 
receiving Achilles’ compassion and Hector’s body. Homer then 
continues.

. . . Achilles lifted Hector up in his own arms
and laid him down on a bier, and comrades helped him
raise the bier and body onto the strong wagon . . .
Then with a groan he called his dear friend by name:
“Feel no anger at me, Patroclus, if you learn — 
even there in the House of Death — I let his father
have Prince Hector back. He gave me worthy ransom
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and you shall have your share from me, as always,
your fitting, lordly share.”
  So he vowed
and brilliant Achilles strode back to his shelter,
sat down on a well-carved chair that he had left
at the far wall of the room, leaned toward Priam
and firmly spoke the words that kind had come to hear:
“Your son is now set free [lélutai30], old man, as you requested.
Hector now lies in state. With the first light of day
you will see for yourself as you convey him home.”31 

This initial extended example of the experience of compas-
sion, and not just an analysis of the ordinary language uses in 
English of the word “compassion,” allows us to begin testing our 
initial linguistic understanding of the word “compassion.” Recall 
that we took that everyday understanding of the word “compas-
sion” to refer mainly to a subjectively experienced merciful feel-
ing strongly linked to a primary emotion of sadness at another 
person’s misfortune. A not unsatisfactory commentary on the 
Greek text of this very complex passage would require lengthy 
considerations. For now, however, note briefly just two points. 

First, for our rather narrow concerns with the English word 
“compassion,” we previously excluded from further consider-
ation the related English words “benevolence,” “charity,” “clem-
ency,” “leniency.” We also excluded from further consideration 
the word just following “compassion” in the list of terms in the 
lexical field of “compassion,” namely “mercy.” We need to re-
call, however, that the lexical description of “mercy” expressly 
omitted, without argument, what that description itself called 
the word “mercy’s” “religious overtones.” In the light, however, 
of Homer’s extended example of Achilles’ experience of com-
passion, this omission of the word “mercy” from the lexical ac-
count32 of the word “compassion” seems odd. For even without 
any religious overtones, an exclusively lexical account still de-
scribes “compassion” as “kindness in our treatment of others. 
. . .” Yet even this summary lexical description itself surely al-
lows of religious interpretations, just as the description of Achil-
les’ experience of compassion for Priam includes some of Achil-
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les’ own religious understandings of his feelings in terms of the 
much studied Homeric gods.33 

Note, second, that the initial working definition of “compas-
sion,” when this word is understood exclusively in terms of its 
situation in a lexical field, is “a feeling of sympathy or sorrow for 
someone else’s misfortune.” In other words, on a strictly lexical 
account “compassion” denotes a feeling fully centered on an-
other person. But in the light of the extended example, the ex-
perience of compassion, as contrasted with the lexical account 
of the word “compassion,” seems to be not fully centered on an-
other person. For it appears to include, as one of its most basic 
elements, the interpenetration of Achilles’ empathetic feelings 
for Priam with the imaginative figurations of his own elderly fa-
ther’s future misfortunes. These figurations arise from Achil-
les’ present perceptions, not of the elderly father Priam’s pres-
ent misfortunes, but of another elderly father’s misfortunes, of 
Achilles’ own father’s future misfortunes.34 In short, the experi-
ence of compassion appears not always to be a monadic, but at 
least a sometimes dynamic, dyadic relation.35

Nonetheless, if we turn from word meanings to sentence 
meanings,36 we might of course still try to put these observa-
tions in linguistic terms. Take for example the linguistic notion 
of person. In linguistics, person is a grammatical category for 
indicating the idea of “the number and nature of the partici-
pants in a situation.”37 Generally, English has three grammati-
cal kinds of persons — first, second, and third, whether singular 
or plural.38 However, the linguistic category of person may also 
include further distinctions, for example, between inclusive or 
exclusive (depending on whether the speaker is included but 
not the hearers), formal or informal (depending on whether hon-
orifics or familiar expressions are used), etc. Further, in some 
non-English natural languages (for example, in some North 
American Indian languages), there are more than three persons; 
there is a fourth person, the so-called “obviative person,” that, 
unlike the English language third person, includes, in addition 
to the third person already referred to, a “someone else” who 
is not further specified. These complexities should qualify any 
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 initial hopes about putting at least some of our observations 
into fully satisfactory linguistic form only.39

Return now to our first example. I wrote above that the expe-
rience of compassion appears to be some kind of dynamic, dy-
adic relation, in the sense that this experience sometimes does 
not appear to be centered on just one person but may involve a 
kind of back-and-forth, an oscillation, let’s say, between several 
persons. When expressed verbally — for example, “Achilles expe-
rienced compassion” — the experience of compassion seems to 
suggest, in addition to mainly a third-person structure, some-
thing more complicated. For in experiencing compassion, the 
subject-person Achilles both does something with respect to one 
other person — Achilles actively “shows compassion” to Priam. 
But Achilles also seems to empathize40 with Priam imaginatively 
in such ways that Achilles treats him compassionately, while 
having not just his relation with Priam centrally in mind, but 
also his relation with another person, his own father, central-
ly in mind. We might say that Achilles seems to be passively 
caught up in imaginative projections of more than one person, 
and not just actively doing something with respect to one person 
only. In other terms, experiencing compassion sometimes seems 
to comprise, concurrently, both a transitive moment, where the 
subject in the expression “he experienced compassion” has the 
semantic role of an agent, and an intransitive moment, where 
the subject has the semantic role of a patient.41 Here I refer 
figuratively to an agent’s conjunctions of active transitive and 
passive intransitive relational moments as “mutualities.”42

After some reflection, then, the possibilities of satisfactorily 
capturing in exclusively linguistic terms the fullness of what 
seems to be going on in some experiences of compassion seem 
to be very limited. We will need to come back to this puzzling 
matter below. For now, these first observations correspond to 
some of the usual understandings operative today in almost 
all continuing empirical studies on emotions and values such 
as we find in most lexicological work. For the underlying pre-
suppositions in contemporary lexicology are strictly scientific.43 
That is, lexicology today is understood professionally as a sub-
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discipline of the science of linguistics.44 But as this first ex-
tended example begins to show, we do not seem able to render a 
fully perspicuous account of the lived experience of compassion 
solely in terms of a lexical account of the meaning of the word 
“compassion.” In short, what the strictly lexical account of the 
word “compassion” would seem to be leaving out is the puz-
zling relational character of some compassionate experiences of 
a particular feeling. Thus, the initial composite lexical definition 
of the word “compassion” calls for further analysis. For the no-
tion of compassion consisting of a feeling either of sympathy or 
sorrow is not simple but complex. To what, more exactly, then, 
are we referring in speaking of compassion as including a cer-
tain feeling?

IV. The Senses of “Emotion”
One key expression in the description of the word “compassion” 
is “emotion.” Like the word “compassion,” the word “emotion” 
also occupies a lexical field in English, one which assembles re-
minders of how, not ordinary English speakers, but in particu-
lar professional English-language psychologists today use this 
expression. Professional usage shows that the word “emotion” 
is mainly used to denote any short-term evaluative, affective, 
intentional, psychological state of subjectively experienced feel-
ing including one of the primary emotions, sadness. However, 
we can best get access to this field indirectly by looking at the 
lexical field of the very closely related word “feeling.” The lexi-
cal field of “feeling” includes, in addition to the word “feeling” 
itself, four other words: “emotion,” “passion,” “sentiment,” and 
“affect.” The entry reads as follows:

A feeling can be almost any subjective reaction or state . . . that is 
characterized by an emotional response (. . . a feeling of plea-
sure).

An emotion is a very intense feeling . . . (to be overcome with emo-
tion).

Passion suggests a powerful or overwhelming emotion . . . (their 
passion remained undiminished after 30 years of marriage). . . .
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[Sentiment.] There is more intellect and less feeling in senti-
ment . . . (political sentiments; antiwar sentiments). . . .

Affect is a formal psychological term that refers to an observed 
emotional state (heavily sedated, he spoke without affect).45

But we need to simplify. Instead then of investigating still 
more lexical fields, let us restrict ourselves now to considering 
the usual reports on usage that we find in the standard English 
language dictionaries. And let us focus on an entry not for “feel-
ing,” but instead for “emotion.” 

emotion,
[1] a natural instinctive state of mind deriving from one’s circum-

stances, mood, or relationships with others: (she was attempt-
ing to control her emotions / his voice was low and shaky with 
emotion). 

[2] any of the particular feelings that characterize such a state of 
mind, such as joy, anger, love, hate, horror, etc.; (fear had be-
come his dominant emotion). 

[3] instinctive or intuitive[46] feeling as distinguished from reason-
ing or knowledge: (responses have to be based on historical in-
sight, not simply on emotion. . . .)47

Thus, an authoritative English language dictionary reports 
that the word “emotion” denotes either a mental state, or any 
feelings accompanying such a state, or a distinctive kind of feel-
ing, or perhaps some combination of the preceding.48 But this is 
still no more than a report on how the word “emotion” is used in 
everyday language. Consider, then, perhaps for more precision, 
just how most professional psychologists today use the word 
“emotion,” for instance in the 2015 edition of a widely used dic-
tionary of psychology for professionals.

emotion: any short-term evaluative, affective, intentional, psycho-
logical state, including happiness, sadness, disgust, and other 
inner feelings.

primary emotions: . . . the six emotions of happiness, sadness, dis-
gust, fear, anger, and surprise, so called partly because their 
associated facial expressions appear to be innate. . . .[49] Some 
researchers believe that other emotions or affects are blends of 
these six.
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affect: Emotion or subjectively experienced feeling, such as happi-
ness, sadness, fear, or anger. . . .50

In professional uses of the word “emotion,” then, we find 
that the word mainly denotes not “any temporary but a rela-
tively sustained and affective state” like a mood.51 Accordingly, 
psychologists use the word “emotion” mainly to denote “any 
short-term evaluative, affective, intentional, psychological state” 
of “subjectively experienced feeling,” including one of the pri-
mary emotions, sadness. At times, some such experiences may 
even be partly constitutive of the self.52 Such reminders of ev-
eryday and professional uses of the word “emotion” suggest that 
we may use this word here not unreasonably to denote mainly 
“any short-term evaluative,[53] affective, intentional, psychologi-
cal state” of “subjectively experienced feeling.”

V. Representing a Normative  
Not Exclusively Natural Experience of Compassion 

On an exclusively linguistic account, we note, the word “emo-
tion” appears to denote mainly a first-person action. But, again, 
confirming such a preliminary result requires further critical 
reflection. And subsequent reflection on an extended represen-
tation of, this time, a not fully naturalistic experience of the 
emotion of compassion suggests that, contrary to the results of 
strictly linguistic account of “emotion,” some experiences of the 
emotion of compassion appear to include something elusively 
passive that a person may antecedently undergo. Moreover, this 
elusively passive something seems to require more than a strict-
ly naturalistic account of the partly metaphysical nature of the 
person’s mutualities and passivities.

Consider now a bit more fully Mark’s normative religious ac-
count of Jesus’ compassion for the ignorant and hungry mul-
titude. In the sixth chapter of the Gospel according to Mark, 
after being seized by compassion (esplangchnisthē)54 for an im-
mense crowd of people (polloi)55 in a wilderness area, Mark tells 
us that Jesus begins to teach the multitude and then multiplies 
some bread and fish so as to give the hungry crowd  something 
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to eat.56 Earlier, after having received from his apostles the 
deeply upsetting news of Herod’s execution of his cousin, John 
(the Baptist), Jesus had temporarily withdrawn with his apos-
tles from the crowds by a boat to a wilderness area. The crowds 
however had anticipated their move, and the people arrived be-
fore Jesus at the previously deserted place. Mark57 describes 
the scene this way.

. . . they went away in a boat to a deserted place privately. But 
they were seen going, and many people found out about it, and 
they ran together to the spot on foot and got there before them. 
And when he got out of the boat Jesus saw a great crowd, and 
he took pity on them, for they were like sheep not having a shep-
herd, and he began to teach them many things.58

For our concerns here, the key clause is Mk 6:34, under-
lined above, in Greek (with my transliteration and some accents 
missing): 

[. . .] kai ekselthōn eiden polùn oxlon kai esplangchnisthē èp’ 
autoùs, hoti ēsan hōs probata mē echonta poiména[. . . .]59

Compare now the Marcus (2000) translation of the clauses 
I have underlined and marked as “A” and “B,” with the New Re-
vised Standard Version (1989) translation of the same clauses 
underlined and marked as “C” and “D.”

And when he got out of the boat Jesus saw a great crowd, 
and [A] he took pity on them, [“Jesus is moved to compassion 
(esplangchnisthē) on them”60] [B] for they were like sheep not 
having a shepherd, and he began to teach them many things.
As he went ashore, he saw a great crowd; and [C] he had com-
passion for them, [D] because they were like sheep without a 
shepherd; and he began to teach them many things.

Evidently, clauses B and D are essentially identical, whereas 
clauses A and C translate the Greek verb respectively as “he 
took pity on them” and as “he had compassion on them.” Are we 
to understand that these two expressions are synonymous?61 
As for A and C, the partial linguistic analysis above accounts 
for the legitimacy of construing the phrases “taking pity on” and 
“having compassion on” in these contexts as synonymous in 
English.
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For the essentially identical phrases B and D, however, note 
that the identical English expression (if not “meaning”) renders 
an important and often repeated ancient Near Eastern and bib-
lical image.62 When read in their New Testament contexts (for 
example, Mt 9:36, 10:6, 15:24, 25:32-33; Jn 10:1-29, 21:15-
17; Heb 13:20; 1 Pt 2:25), these traditional figurative uses of 
the expressions “sheep” and “shepherd” are newly significant. 
Many of these usages reflect the Hebrew Bible’s frequent refer-
ences to “the customs of shepherds to illustrate spiritual prin-
ciples (e.g., Num 27:16-17 and Eccl 12:11).”63 Thus, shepherds 
should constantly oversee and lead their flocks. Good shep-
herds guard their flocks against thieves and wild animals; 
they find food and water for their sheep; they care for the 
ewes giving birth and for the newborn lambs; they attend to sick 
sheep; they search out and rescue sheep that have strayed; they 
accept to undergo much hardship and deprivation in caring for 
their sheep unremittingly. That is, in some collective contexts, 
shepherds are figuratively understood as pastors.

Here the suggestiveness of Jesus’ seeing the crowd as being 
like sheep without a shepherd “becomes a proverbial metaphor 
for [seeing] the people suffering either through lack of strong 
leadership . . . or through evil rulers, and both nuances may 
apply in the present case.”64 When, after his instruction, Jesus 
tells the disciples to give the people something to eat, and the 
disciples go on to ask sarcastically whether they are then to go 
and buy the equivalent of roughly a half-year’s salary, Jesus 
does not answer. Rather, he has the disciples go through the 
crowd to find out just how much food is actually on hand. When 
he learns that all the food comes to merely five loaves of bread 
and two pieces of fish, Jesus has the enormous crowd sit down 
in fifties and hundreds. Mark resumes his account.

And taking the five loaves and two fish, and looking up into 
heaven, he said the blessing and broke the loaves, and kept 
giving them to his disciples, in order that they might distribute 
them; and the two fish he divided among them all. And they all 
ate and were satisfied; and they took up twelve baskets full of 
bread fragments and fish. And there were five thousand men 
who ate the loaves.65
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At the very beginning of this complex representation of com-
passion, teaching, and miraculous feeding, we need to note the 
extraordinary character of Jesus’ experience. The key expres-
sion here is the Greek verb splangchnizomai. In most New Tes-
tament contexts, the word usually denotes being moved by a 
compassion that finds its first expression in trying to instruct 
the person or persons whose situation has occasioned the 
compassion. Without trying to review here any of the detailed 
exegetical commentary on this expression and its contexts,66 
we can already catch part of what makes Jesus’ experience of 
compassion here extraordinary by simply noting the choices the 
new standard French liturgical translation has made. “Jésus fut 
saisi de compassion pour eux” — literally, “Jesus was seized by 
compassion for them,” that is, for the persons in the crowd. 
Here, the experience of compassion appears to include not just 
something a person actively shows to another person. Rather, 
some experiences of compassion seem also to encompass some-
thing one may also passively undergo67 — at times, compassion 
may, as it were, seize the agent in its grasp. But these passive 
aspects of compassion would seem to elude any fully satisfac-
tory and strictly excusive naturalistic account.68 

This second extended example of experiencing compassion 
allows us to raise further critical issues about the proper under-
standings of the central expressions that seemed to govern the 
first example.69 Here too, of course, just as in the first example, 
a not unsatisfactory account of this complicated text would in-
volve a great deal of quite careful exegesis. But, once again, note 
here just two brief points.

First, note that the lexical field of the word “feeling” describes 
the key expression “affect” in strictly scientifically naturalistic 
terms as “an observed emotional state” (my underline). But, 
as Mark’s story and some everyday experiences of compassion 
show, this exclusively linguistic description seems too narrow, 
for some affects appear to be so evidently on hand mentally that 
their actual presence does not require certification from any ex-
ternal scientific observers, whether professional psychologists 
or others.
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And note, second, that the description here of the key notion 
of “feeling” is strongly linked to physical and not just mental 
expression. Thus, abbreviating slightly, “feeling” is described as 
“almost any subjective reaction or state . . . that is characterized 
by an emotional response.” But, again, Mark’s example and ev-
eryday experience also show that some genuine feelings do not 
appear to require external physical expression at all.70 In short, 
Jesus’ feelings for the multitude are in part deeply mysterious, 
for they are linked inescapably with the religious mysteries of 
redemption. Moreover, the central expression in this description 
of “feeling,” namely the word “emotion,” remains unspecified. 

Nonetheless, we may still try to articulate further what I just 
called the deeply mysterious character of these specific feelings. 
Take this time the notion of voice. In linguistics, voice, like per-
son, is also a grammatical category. It is used to describe the 
structure of sentences especially with respect to verbs. In par-
ticular, voice is used to describe “the way sentences may alter 
the relationship between the subject and the object of a verb, 
without changing the meaning of the sentence. The main dis-
tinction is between active and passive. . . .”71 Now, recall that 
in our first example, we saw that the experience of compassion 
seems to suggest a kind of relational mutuality between act-
ing and undergoing — a situation in which a first-person subject 
both actively does something and at the same time also pas-
sively undergoes something on the part of other persons, one 
represented as actual and the other as fictional. And we said 
that sometimes experiencing compassion seems to comprise 
concurrently both a transitive moment, where the subject in the 
expression “he experienced compassion” has the semantic role 
of an agent, and an intransitive moment, where the subject has 
the semantic role of a patient.

Here we may expand on this account by focusing more 
sharply on the passive voice. Thus, when, on reading Mark, 
suppose someone says, “Jesus was seized by compassion in 
Galilee in the thirties of the first century.” Here we seem to have 
a clearly passive sentence construction. This kind of passive 
construction however is ambiguous. That is, the verb in this 
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sentence can be understood not just as passive, but also as ei-
ther a “statal passive” or an “actional passive.” In other words, 
the sentence may be described, on the one hand, as having a 
“statal meaning,” referring to the subject having experienced 
compassion in the sense of having fully completed his compas-
sionate act there and then; but the verb in the sentence can 
also be described as having an “actional meaning,” referring to 
the subject’s not yet having fully completed his compassionate 
act and continuing to undergo his experience of compassion.72 
(This sense of “actional meaning” is close to the sense of the 
progressive present tense of a verb.73)

But, however we may finally parse the puzzling passive el-
ements of verbal expressions of some experiences of compas-
sion,74 we still need to pin down just how we are to understand 
the primary senses and significations here of the word “emo-
tion” in at least some significant personal experiences.75 And 
this fuller description must rely on the usual, but different, un-
derstandings at work today in almost all theoretical but non-
strictly naturalistic contexts, such as religion and theology. 
But what exactly would a not exclusively naturalist account 
and, in that sense, a non-naturalist account of the experience 
of compassion look like?76 For without knowing more precisely 
the nature of such an account, we remain unable to specify 
clearly enough what appear to be the non-scientific naturalistic 
aspects of certain experiences of compassion. Such an account, 
I think, would have to be based upon a non-naturalist account 
of the person.

VI. Accounting for Compassion
The possibility of such conceptual reconciliations, however, 
raises at least three difficult issues requiring further critical dis-
cussion. These issues are: (A) whether the physical is a strict 
correlate of the material; (B) whether a non-naturalist meta-
physics might dispense with still further recourse to superve-
nience; and (C) whether articulating a satisfactory non-natural-
ist metaphysics requires qualified, critical attention on the part 
of philosophers to continuing developments in microphysics. 
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For now, here are what can only be but three programmatic 
suggestions for our ensuing critical discussions.77

First, I think that a not rationally unsatisfactory contem-
porary metaphysics of the person and of some quite basic per-
sonal experiences like compassion (think of palliative end-of-life 
care) may do well to exclude any misleading talk of natural-
ism altogether. This does not mean sidestepping the continually 
changing issues arising from ongoing refinements in reflection 
on microphysical reductionisms. Rather, dispensing with talk of 
a naturalist metaphysics here sharpens the central task for any 
non-naturalist one. 

But that central task is fundamentally not a reconciliatory 
one between microphysics and the human body. Rather the cen-
tral task of a non-naturalistic metaphysics of the person and of 
basic personal experiences, like compassion, is a task for recon-
figuration.78 What needs doing is philosophically reconfiguring 
just what the physical now comes to79 in the continually cascad-
ing empirical data from the neurosciences, from big data, and 
from the endless experiences of linguistic self-consciousness. 

Isn’t the challenging question here, then, whether the physi-
cal is a strict correlate of the material?

Second, I think that a less naturalistically encumbered 
metaphysics of the person also does well to move beyond still 
further philosophical puzzlements about supervenience.80 Good 
work on supervenience has moved on since its most distin-
guished proponent delivered his much-considered verdict that 
the notion of supervenience remains a work in progress.81 But 
the nature and the kinds of dependence that supervenience 
entails have grown shadowy. They have grown shadowy in the 
bright light of newer work on types of causation in the physical 
sciences themselves.82 

Presumably, something quite basic lies somewhere in the 
shadowy worlds of supervenience.83 For example, just what 
kind of causation can be properly attributed to higher level 
 neuronal networks with respect to the most fundamental level 
of these networks is an essential question for any metaphysics 
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of the person. But just how which kinds of causation and which 
kinds of supervenience are to be correlated may be dealt with 
more economically.84 

Isn’t another key question here, then, whether we non-nat-
uralist metaphysicians might reasonably dispense with still fur-
ther talk of supervenience altogether? 

Third, I think that a not exclusively naturalistic and non-
supervenient metaphysics of the person and of some basic 
personal experiences like compassion, one that relies on some 
contemporary critical reflection among physicists on the under-
standing of emergence,85 on some recent philosophical work in 
the metaphysics of causation,86 and on similarly recent work on 
the metaphysics of relations,87 may make a substantial philo-
sophical contribution indeed. Metaphysicians today need nei-
ther neglect particle physicists and physical chemists nor es-
pouse them nor become philosophers of physics either.88 But 
doesn’t building a non-naturalist metaphysics call wherever 
possible for much more attention on the part of philosophers to 
continuing developments in microphysics? 

So much then for at least three questions for further inquiry 
regarding the nature of an eventual non-naturalistic account of 
compassion.

envOi: resisting naturalisMs?
When Homer tells us that Achilles showed compassion in giving 
back Hector’s body to Priam, and when Mark tells us that Jesus 
showed compassion by instructing and then miraculously feed-
ing the ignorant and hungry multitude, Homer and Mark seem 
to have been talking about not just a completely naturalistic 
human experience, but about a partly non-naturalistic one, too. 
Seeing needy persons, it would seem, may sometimes give rise 
to the experience of both undergoing compassion and, at the 
same time, of showing compassion. 

Essentially, this experience seems to be one person’s allow-
ing himself or herself to be affected deeply enough by feeling 
compassion for another’s person’s specific neediness that he or 
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she goes on to show compassion by doing something to relieve 
that neediness. Yet this complex dyadic relation between experi-
encing compassion (“being seized by compassion”) and showing 
compassion (“being compassionate”) may sometimes be strongly 
resistant to any fully satisfactory explanation in exclusively sci-
entific naturalistic terms. That is, the emotion and experience of 
compassion does not seem to be satisfactorily understandable 
in exclusively scientifically naturalist ways alone. Rather, a ra-
tionally satisfactory elucidation of at least some quite basic ex-
periences of compassion would seem to presuppose a causally 
open understanding of some elements of experience as a whole. 

Moreover, understanding such basic experiences would also 
seem to require something more than exclusively philosophi-
cal reflection. For the nature of the “openness” at issue here, 
in partial view only, perhaps in the very structure of fictional, 
human, and divine persons, seems to surpass the reach both of 
philosophical ethics itself and perhaps, too, of any finally merely 
philosophical elucidations alone.
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